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The account of the fall of Troy in the second book of Vergil's Aeneid is central to the poem 

as a whole. Chronologically, we here see Aeneas at an earlier point than in any other part of 

the poem; though the hero has made his first appearance in the poem in Book I, this is his 

first appearance in a temporal sense, some six or seven years before the events of the 

Aeneid proper begin. This effect is achieved through a technique of retrospective flashback, 

which Vergil takes from Homer's Odyssey, where Odysseus similarly tells a long tale of his 

wanderings which goes back ten years. Through this device, the fall of Troy is narrated by 

Aeneas himself, which naturally colours the story. Like the messenger-speeches in Greek 

tragedy, this is an eye-witness account full of drama and pathos, told by a narrator with a 

close involvement with the events described. After all, Aeneas is recounting as someone 

who was there the brutal destruction of his home city, involving the death of friends and 

even of his own wife. The death of friends and family are traumatic events to experience in 

any period of history, but the destruction of one's home city was nearly as bad for Greeks 

and Romans, for whom the sanctity and preservation of their city-state, even when as in the 

case of Rome it had become a world-state, was a fundamental ideal. What happened to 

Troy, its sack and burning by a rampaging enemy, had happened to Athens and was 

eventually to happen to Rome in A.D. 410, an event which reverberated around the civilised 

world. 

 

Cleaning up Aeneas and the Trojans 

 

It is not surprising then, that Vergil's account of the sack of Troy, told from Aeneas' point of 

view, is shot through with emotional colouring and reactions. On several occasions Aeneas, 

not unlike the chorus in a Greek tragedy, takes time out to comment retrospectively on the 

tragedy of it all and on the deceit of the Greeks, without which they would not have 

succeeded in sacking Troy; according to Vergil and Aeneas, the Greeks were fracti bello, 

'broken in war' (2.13), when they hit upon the cunning tactic of the Wooden Horse; unable 

to win by fair means, they did so by foul. This is not the usual view taken of the Greeks' 

military position at the end of the Trojan War, and there is a good reason for this; the 

Trojans, together with the native Italians, are the ancestors of the Roman race, wielders of 

the greatest war-machine of antiquity, and it would simply not do for them to be defeated 

fair and square by the Greeks, who were generally viewed by the Romans as devious 

intellectuals with no stomach for a fair fight. 

 

As in modern TV war-reporting, Aeneas' personal account and comment helps to bring the 

events alive, but also indicates that he is a man of feeling and humanity, not merely an 



unthinking fighting hero and leader. It also helps the poet to get across the idea that Aeneas 

did absolutely everything that he could to help before leaving Troy for Italy. This is 

important to Vergil's characterisation of Aeneas as a man of pietas, that untranslatable 

word which includes loyalty to country as well as to friends, family, and gods; Aeneas must 

do everything but perish fighting in the ruins in order to keep faith with his old city of Troy, 

just as he will endure every labour in order to found his new city in Italy which will be the 

ancestor of Rome. 

 

Resisting visions? 

 

This aspect of loyalty explains one aspect of Aeneas' role in the fall of Troy which strikes 

readers as strange. Why does he not leave Tray earlier than he does, and avoid the pointless 

fighting which occupies the middle section of the book, in the course of which he loses 

many companions and eventually his wife? After all, he receives enough authoritative 

commands to do so which come from the gods, whether directly or indirectly, even right at 

the beginning of the last night of Troy. For it is then that he has a vision of his dead relative 

and former general Hector, who tells him that Troy is finished and that he must leave the 

city to found another one overseas, taking with him the gods of Troy. It might be possible to 

dismiss this as a meaningless dream, but it is followed soon after by the appearance of the 

priest Panthus, who brings with him the very sacred objects and household gods mentioned 

by Hector in the vision which Aeneas has just seen, and confirms Hector's message by telling 

Aeneas that Troy is indeed doomed. But Aeneas' reaction is not the natural one, to start 

organising an evacuation; instead, he gathers together a last desperate band to attack the 

Greeks and die in battle. It is only when all his men are killed, when he witnesses the death 

of the aged king Priam, and when his divine mother Venus gives him a privileged view of the 

gods personally demolishing Troy that Aeneas eventually follows Hector's advice and 

prepares to leave. This reluctance to give up is in many ways irrational; but it is an 

understandable and forgiveable irrationality. Aeneas wishes to give his all in defence of his 

city, even if that defence is doomed and futile from the start. It is also something of an 

answer to certain previous traditions (preserved in other classical authors) which had 

presented Aeneas' departure from Troy in an unfavourable or dishonourable light, asserting 

that he did not help in Troy's defence, that he negotiated his own settlement with the 

Greeks, or even that he betrayed the city to them. 

 

Impressing Dido 

 

So the story of Troy is being used by the poet to characterise Aeneas as a particular sort of 

personality, and to dispel some negative perceptions of his role in that episode. Aeneas 

shows resolution and leadership in leading the remainder of the Trojans through the siege 

and eventually to safety, famously carrying his aged father on his shoulders, but he also 

shows personal warmth and emotion at time of stress, especially when he loses Creusa at 



the end of Book 2 and rushes back alone into the burning city to try to rescue her. This is not 

a wise strategic move, but it does show the reader that Aeneas cares for his family. This is 

an important piece of characterisation for him early on in the poem, and especially in the 

context where he tells the tale. His prime audience is Dido and her court in Carthage, and he 

is no doubt anxious to impress the queen with his martial exploits and care for his family 

(and he impresses her all too much, as we discover in Book 4). In particular, it seems likely 

that both Aeneas' concern for his first wife and the fact that she is no longer around both 

register with the listening Dido, who is already half in love with Aeneas by the end of Book I, 

and suggest that Aeneas may be a sympathetic and available partner. 

 

Reliving, relieving 

 

The narration of Troy's fall also seems to fulfil some sort of need for Aeneas himself. Though 

he stresses throughout that the tale is a painful one for him to tell (he even tells Dido at the 

beginning of his long narrative that it is an infandum ... dolorem (2.3), 'a grief that cannot be 

told', he seems in Book 2 to warm to his task of telling everything that he experienced in 

explicit detail, even (or perhaps especially) the gory parts. In particular, the death of Priam 

spares the reader nothing, with the aged king struck down by the brutal youth Pyrrhus in his 

palace, dragged to the altar by his hair and slipping in the blood of his young son whom 

Pyrrhus has just killed, and finally stabbed through the ribs with a sword, its blade fully 

buried in the old man's flesh. It is plainly painful for Aeneas to relive the terrible experiences 

of Troy's last night, but as in many cases of psychological distress it is also something of a 

relief to tell someone about it, especially such a sympathetic listener as Dido. This is not just 

a matter of feeling better for his own benefit; as so often, Aeneas' individual action 

contributes to the collective good. In effect, he is exorcising the past in order to look to the 

future, as his mission requires; he must bury the old city of Troy and his memories in order 

to be an effective leader for the founding of his new city in Italy, the root of the great 

Roman race. 

 

The loneliness of the long-distance imperialist 

 

Connected with this great role is perhaps the strongest impression we get of Aeneas in the 

account of the sack of Troy, that of his isolation. He is alone when he wakes up from the 

vision of Hector, which lays upon him in particular the solemn duty to found a new city, and 

though he is temporarily joined by a band of comrades for desperate resistance, all are 

killed or disappear, leaving him alone again. He is alone after witnessing the death of Priam, 

alone when Venus reveals the divine action which is literally taking Troy apart. Even his 

departure from Troy with his family, potentially a moment of domestic togetherness, 

effectively isolates him without anyone to share responsibility or provide comfort; his father 

Anchises is too old to help, his son AscaniuslIulus is too young, and his wife Creusa walks 



behind at a distance and beyond easy communication, an order of march which proves 

predictably disastrous when she disappears. 

 

This isolation is symbolised in the final picture of the book, where Aeneas looks back at the 

burning Troy, sees no hope of aid from it, and strides off into the mountains with his father 

on his back. The loneliness and burden of responsibility stay with Aeneas throughout the 

poem; his isolation on the night of Troy's destruction matches that at other stressful 

moments in the poem, where he alone must make a fateful decision, with divine advice but 

no human help – the leaving of Dido, the difficulties of the war in Italy, the killing of Turnus. 

Greatness, leadership, and the founding of the Roman race are a lonely business for Aeneas; 

as with the traumas of his past, the labours of the future are for him to face alone. 
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